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Abstract
Rapid transit systems in many cities are being automated, but most transit officials reject the idea of
operation without crews on the train as idealistic. At the same time large resources are spent on
development of full automation for numerous new systems such as PRT, many of which have no defined
role in urban transportation programmed train movement eliminates any possible improper driving
practices. However, nearly all rapid transit vehicles have indirect controls which prevent the driver from
improper acceleration and assist him in braking. Thus improvement through A TO is again not significant.
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Rapid transit systems in many cities are being automated,
but most transit officials reject the idea of operation
without crews on the train as idealistic. At the same time
large resources are spent on development of full automation
for numerous new systems such as PRT, many of which have
no defined role in urban transportation
programmed train movement eliminates
any possible improper driving practices.
However, nearly all rapid transit
vehicles have indirect controls which
prevent the driver from improper
acceleration and assist him in braking.
Thus improvement through A TO is
again not significant.
Increased passenger comfort due to
smoother preprogrammed running. The
comment from the preceding point
also applies here.

Precise schedule maintenance and re
covery of delays. A well-organised

manual operation provides precise
chedule maintenance and the drivers,
particularly when they have good com
munications with central control, are
uble to recover delays quite efficiently.
A recent preliminary study by the
Operational Research Group of Lon
don Transport comparing ATO on the
Victoria line with manual operation on
the Piccadilly line found the difference
in reliability very slight: average varia·
tion in running times between stations
is ± 3· I sec on the Victoria line and
.,.. 4·6 sec on the Piccadilly line.
Increased line capacity. Minimum
h eadways on a line can be decreased
through ATO. Although this decrease
is rather small, the benefits obtained
in terms of increased reliability at
may
be
capacity-level operation
o;;ign ificaal.
Increased system safety. Theoretically,
an automated system is safer than the
Railway Gazette International

manually-operated one. However, due
to the fail-safe feature, many non
automated systems have operated for
decades without a single accident.
Advantages through ATO arc there
fore negligible.
Improved
personnel.

working

conditions

for

This can hardly be a valid
argument. First, driving of train is
generally not a physically or mentally
difficult task; and second, when trains
are automated, one of the most serious
problems is fatigue and lack of alert
ness of the driver, who becomes idle;
thus change in working conditions can
be more a disadvantage than an
advantage of ATO.
The two major di advantages of the
ATO arc:
Increased investment costs. Most
systems do not have accurate data
about the amount of system cost in
crease through automation, but they
generally report that the increase is
substantial.
Increased complexity of the system.
There is no doubt that mechanical and
electronic complexity increases con
siderably with ATO. Thus maintenance
cost increases and the ability of the
driver to iatervene effectively in the
case of breakdowns on the line
diminishes. In addition to often very
serious initial breakdowns of the
system (such as those on BART in San
Francisco). mechanical reliability of the
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ABOVE: In the liighly-a11to111ured BA RT
system, one 111011 still sits at the front
of the train to take 01•er in e111erl!encies

system may actually be permanently
decrea-;ed with some ATO 'ly<,tems.
This analysis lead., to the conclusion
that for the systems which operate
clo e to capacity, <;uch as some metr-0
lines in Paris and the
bahn in
Munich, the shortening of headways
through A TO is ignificant and result
in an improvement of service reliability.
However. for most other systems,
which generally do not cperate at
capacity, the benefit, are often marginal
and in many cases they do not out
weigh the di advantages of increased
cost and complexity. A logical question
is then : is ATO a major step forward,
as it is often presented, or is is some
times a rather extravagant unjustified
increase in system cost'?
It is very likely that the introduction
of ATO in 'lome rapid transit systems
which operate well below capacity is
done more because of fashion than for
economic and operational benefits; tni
is particularly the case with medium
sized cities which have difficulties
meeting initial capital costs for high
quality transit y terns even without
383

